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nancial dynamics [10], biology and physiology[11]. The most recent studies
are related to fractional Levy motion [12] which is the generalization of the
fractional Brownian motion [6].
This paper deals with new path integrals over measures induced by the
stochastic process of Levy ights. I have generalized the Feynman and
Wiener path integrals and developed the new fractional quantum mechanics
(fQM) and fractional statistical mechanics (fSM). The fQM and fSM include
the Feynman quantum and statistical mechanics in similar way as the Levy
process (Levy ights) generalizes the Wiener process (Brownian motion).
In this paper I have developed the foundations of fQM and fSM in their
functional formulations. As the next step we should think about the concrete
fQM problems such as, for example, fractional harmonic oscillator, fractional
hydrogen atom, fractional scattering theory, relativistic fractional quantum
mechanics, fractional quantum gauge eld theory etc.











































dV (x( ))g; (1)
where V (x( )) is the potential energy as a functional of a particle path

























































































dV (x( ))g; (3)
where V (x( )) is the potential energy as a functional of the Levy particle































































)=N , and the Levy function L

is




































(1; 1=); (1; 1=2)
(1; 1); (1; 1=2)
#
;
here  is the Levy index, 0 <   2.
The Eqs (3)-(5) dene the fractional quantum mechanics via Laskin path
integral.





































































It is known that at  = 2 the Levy distribution is transformed to Gaussian
and the Levy ights process is transformed to the process of the Brownian
motion. The Eq.(6) in accordance with denition given by the Eq.(5) and the
properties of the Fox's function H
1;1
2;2
at  = 2 (see, [14], [15]) is transformed






















































































We see that the energy E
p
of the fractional quantum mechanical particle








The comparison of the Eq.(7) and the Eq.(8) allows to conclude that
at  = 2 we should put D
2






Using the Eq.(9) we can dene the Laskin functional measure in the mo-























































































































































where the Riesz quantum fractional derivative (~r)

is dened through



























































) is the fractional wave function of initial (at the t = t
a
)










Taking into account the Eqs.(3), (14) and the denition (13) we can









 + V (x) : (15)
It is easy to see that the fractional (or Levy) free particle wave function has
the form
5

















Thus, the Eqs.(3), (4) and (14), (15) are the basic equations of new fQM.
They should be analyzed for the particular fractional quantum systems.
2. In order to develop the fractional statistical mechanics let us go in





is the Boltzmann's constant and T is the temperature,
it! . In the framework of traditional functional approach to the statistical





















) is the density matrix of the statistical system in the









































here & = =N and x
N
= x.



























































here & = =N , x
N
= x and the Levy function L

is given by the Eq.(5).
It was shown by Levy [18] (and later by Doob [19]) that the Eq.(20)
denes the functional measure in the space D of left (or right) continuous
functions having only discontinuities of the rst kind.





) of a free par-























When  = 2 and D
2
= 1=2m the Eq.(21) gives the well-known density






















































The Eqs. (19) - (21) and (23) are the basic equations of new fSM in its
functional formulation.
3. I have developed the new path integral approach to fQM and fSM. My
approach is based on the new functional measures generated by the stochastic
process of the Levy ights. The Laskin and Levy path integrals are the
generalization of the Feynman and Wiener path integrals respectively.
It will be interesting to nd the physical systems and objects the quantum
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